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Overview
uaMobiTech Conference is an unique international
event made in Ukraine for mobile geeks all over the
world and for those, who involved at the brand new
technologies and trends in mobile IT industry.
We’re living in truly exciting time when new trends and
ideas are in full bloom all over the Internet, so we want to
give our participants and partners inspirational and
unusual possibilities to learn and use them.

uaMobiTech-2015

320
PARTICIPANTS

17

BIGGEST CITIES

5

COUNTRIES

Italy

Germany

Great Britain

Poland

We've listened exciting speeches from 24 speakers, among
whom were professionals from all over the world.
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What to expect?
This year uaMobiTech will discover new concept: public
speakings and specialized storytellings from successful
people, who definitely knows how to bring their
experience in a colourful inspiration story that can change
your vision.
It's all about uaMobiTech-2016.
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uaMobiTech 2015 numbers
300+

Investors,
business angels,
entrepreneurs

15%

participants

1

2015

day

2

threads

85%

24
speakers

Developers, QAs, UI/UX

uaMobiTech 2016 expected numbers
6

Entrepreneurs, C-boards managers,
investors, business angels

trendsetters
storytelling

600+

15%

participants

2

60%

2016

days

25%

6

threads

30
speakers

Developers

UI/UX designers
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Our venue
PRAVDA Cinema can fulfil the needs of large-scale event.
With convenient geographical position, well-planned
infrastructure and modern equipment, Pravda will provide
unexpected magic atmosphere for knowledge exchange
and networking.
Feel yourself like in your own movie!
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Sponsorship opportunites
uaMobiTech-2016
Conference invitation

Silver

Gold

Platinum

Diamond

2

3

4

5

10%

15%

20%

x(3*3m)

x(4*4m)

4200$

5200$

Hyper-linked logo from uaMobiTech website to
sponsor’s homepage
Social media recognition for your conference
sponsorship
Logo on the conference bag
Banners in the conference hall, 2 items
(Max rollup size 0.8*1.8m)
Logo on the presswall
Bag inserts
Sponsor’s logo in printed materials
Option to sponsor a lottery
Video advertisment on a conference venue
(11 TV screens across the venue)
Cinema branding (Movie-announce-like-cinema
banners for your company) in a cinema hall
Discount on additional conference registrations
Exhibion space in a breakout area
and distribution of promotional materials
Logo on the main stage (printed on our banner)
Priority Seats
15 minutes talk during
the uaMobiTech Conference
«Meet our diamond sponsor» blog post
Recruitment session (10 minutes)
on Community hub
Inclusion of logo on the big screen
during breaks («Thank you» slide)
Suggested price

1200$

2400$

Extras

Coffee-breaks sponsors

1500$

Party sponsor: 2 banners on the party venue and monochrome logo
at the entrance bracelet

2000$

Recording sponsor: video recording sponsored by... frame on each session recording

1200$

Don't see a package that fits your needs? Do you have a
unic idea?
If you want to support uaMobiTech-2016, we're ready to
help you develop a tailored sponsorship package thats fits
your specific targets.
Get in touch to ask about individual arrangements.
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Why you need to be a sponsor
Connect with top professionals
Your brand will be advertised at the unique event, plenty of top
professionals in the mobile industry will be there waiting to become cocreators, testers and customers of your products. More than 300 people
attended our last event with 100 more registered on the waiting list.

Share your news and look for partners
uaMobitech conference is one of the best environments to launch and
promote your new products whilst looking for partners among our
attendees and speakers. It is a unique opportunity to meet major players
in the mobile industry, coverage of the event will be huge and we’ll be
continually helping you to make the most of your presence.

Be part of the best Conference of Mobile development in Ukraine
We’ll be with you along the way to help you spread the word and be part
of one of the biggest mobile communities in Ukraine. We’re very proud of
those who have trusted us in previous edition and we would love you to
join them.

We're open to any kind of collaboration with you and it would be
pleasure to speak with you personally, listen to your ideas and proposals in
order to close a tailor-made collaboration agreement.
Let's make the next-level event experience together!
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Contacts

PARTNER RELATIONS

PRODUCTION MANAGER

Valeria Krivtsova

Yuliya Trotsyuk

krivtsova@uamobi.tech

trotsyuk@uamobi.tech

Skype: valerie_np1

Skype: julia_trotsyk

tel: +38 050 137 60 65

tel: +38 099 256 61 51

